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„ PSA Card Sales
'

Buy a PSA Card^nd Participate
In Sports, Debate and Elections

P. L. T. Presents str-sr s.2"
Two Hit Plays
.

News Analysis

.

. _

With the second

tr, a close, the sale of
k' Trended do'wn In the corop-

girls, and another fifteen were from the men qu

• Among the advantages to be
gained by purchasing this card are
use of the PSA donated swim
1 .come you back you Br5tish
ming pool in those hot spring
-nidier, come you back to Manilamonths when a dig will do the
" So wrote Kipling in his
trick; a chance to get F.03. the
lamed poem. However, since the
Weekly; the opening to partici
riv part of 1942, the Japanese
pate in campus elections and oth
hfd occupied that region, but last
The Pacific Conservatory is a lively place these evenings with
er college extra-curricular activi
Lek Mandalay and much of surties; admission to Pacific's inter
Jounding Burma were again in al
collegiate games of which there
lied hands.
will be many this semester; and
a chance to show your dramatic
XO SINGAPORE
cast is hard at work. The plot concerns the changing gen
talents because with a PSA card
This recapture of Mandalay was
you
If you
have the ability,
you can,
tan, **
nart of a campaign that will not from the old fashion ways to the new.
J
..j
.Via fitftOP „
become an "actor on the
CAST LISTED
C ended until Singapore and
An especially aspect of PSA
Bob Blagg and Gall Monroe
Malaya are recaptured, and which
card buying is the fact that it en
represent the younger generation
KKed in June 1944 when the
titles you to run for an office.
as Rodney and Cynthia, respect
Jpanese invasion of India was
This will come In handy later in
ively, and Jane Baty and Warren
£rPown hack. Since then, forces
the semester, at which time the
Hill take the part of the older
nf the Southeast Asia command
annual PSA election for the stu
generation
as
Miss
N'tice
and
Ad
have staged several land-sea leap
dent body officers will be held.
miral John Standish. Supporting
,,.og operations down the Bur
Remember, without a card, >ou
them
are
Charlotte
Verdi
as
eSe coast, bringing them in
"In our present dual education Mary, the companion servant;
cannot be nominated for an office.
striking distance of
Rangoon. al system, the justification for
Another phase of PSA buying
Roy
Nlelson,
the
sailor;
Don
HerToo the land armies have been church-related higher education
is that you receive the Weekly,
tel
as
Gordon
and
Barbara
Shaw
sacked up by a newly arrived is its ability to strengthen the
which you cannot do unless you
Kaval Navy task force, which has spiritual ties of American life , as Sarah.
have a PSA'card. This semester,
The
play
will
open
on
Wednes
Pictured above Is Miss Leila Caabeen described as being larger Dr. John O. Gross declared yes
the members of the publications
day,
March
28th,
and
will
run
ey" Ruggeri, president of the
than the entire Japanese navy, or terday to the College of the Pa
committee have emphatically doalso
on
Thursday,
the
29th.
clfic Student Association.
remnants thereof, and a sizeable
cific faculty as he concluded
elded that with no PSA card, there
The night rehearsals are not
air force. The headquarters for two-day visit to the local campus.
will be no Weekly, as otherwise
only bringing forth the fruits of
this fleet have been set up in
it would be distinctly unfair to
the Studio Theatre, for the spot New Weekly Staff
MAKING TOUR
Australia.
those who have purchased cards.
lights will soon be turned on the
j Representing the national com- latest P. L. T. show, "Charlie's Writers, Editors
A, for the sports, that would
OMELAND
the mission of Christian higher e u
Aunt".
be of most interest s the fe^
On
Named for Spring
in another
aiw"'" Pacific front,
0 cation for the American abla
on the campus, for the spring
Navy's task forces and the UJ tion of colleges and universities, COMEDY OF ERRORS
With the new semester, in came , season comes out w
my's 21st Air force are between and the department of educatlonIt is a hilarious comedy of er
im battering up the Japanese M institutions of the Methodtet rors which no one will want to a brand new staff for the Spring snorts In which one holding a
p.rUdP-1 J""1*
meland to a great extent, with
miss. In the cast we have: Roger edition of the Weekly. Many of
Church in America, Gross is
swimming,
track, baseball,
the
fellas
and
gals
on
last
semes
; latest raid of 300 plus B-29s
Starr as Jack Chesney; Art Far
ing Western colleges
lied the largest action in the ency as Lord Fancourt Bobberly ten's staff were kicked upstairs, mention some.
e Pacific theatre. An area BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS
Too, without a card, one cam
(alias Charlie's Aunt), Byron while many others are facing
ual to about one-third of San
not participate In one of Pflfic
Gross commended the archi Meyer as Charles Wykeham, Nan their first year on the stall.
•ancisco was demolished, and tectural unity and beauty of land cy Demlng as Amy Spettlgue,
winning debate teams, which In
ddentally has just left for a touriproxmiately 1,000,000 people scaping of the Pacific campus, Spettigue's niece; Maxine Owens STAFF MEMBERS
Roster for this semester stands
ere made homeless, by this raid. and declared that its Improve- as Kitty Verdun, Spettigue's
ney at Llnfteld, Oregon.
as
follows: the position of editor,
5 for the navy's share, it spent ments are a credit to an admin ward; Ken Leedom as Col. Sir
So by a logical process of vere week by striking at the long istration that knows how to get Francis Chesney, Ted Golling as Lord of the Almighty, and Pur b^atUatica,the^w^
ykuku chain of islands south of the very most from the gifts and Stephen Spettlgue, John Grether veyor of All Fates Is held down get Into the many campus
ipan and by sending planes of funds at its disposal. Especiany a farmer, "Casey" Ruggeri as by Eariene Waters, who was last flea is to step up to the booth on
semesters' society editor; squatmain floor of the ""-"~7
AdmiMst^
the new Morris Chapel, he be Conna Lucia D'Alvadorez (from HrTunon the second spot, and the
thc main floor or
or
(Continued on page 7)
Brazil where the nuts come from) alfedTy staff friends the execu
lieves, represents a grea
tlon Bldg. M
and
more than the actual funds pu Doris Perkins as Ela Delahoy, an
Z editor is Art
«-00
and
[orphan; and Betty Schultz as
It suggest.
>SA Ex -Com Officers, into
Kari ^ pJ to extra^rricuUr ac
The unique relationship be Maud, a parlor maid.
the College of Pacific and I "Charlie's Aunt" will play on I Kroeher, last year's sports editor ttvitles.
hudent Committees
j
? College,
Aprl 6th. 7th. 13th and 14th.
is
still with
ckton JUIUUI
—- a Pusuu
WIUJ us; Mary Flaa was up |
.
lie
tax
supported
college
and
®
for
Semester
Iped from associate society editor
Samed
a,.
;„,,c
thp
aiso*
nrivately endowed, church-relat
Students elected to offices of ed institution smoothly coordlnat
The question has again ris date; sob McKlm succeeds Olga
at COP
:>.S.A. for the ensuing trimester ing a total higher educational^ en, "Why P.S.A., and what do Billones as stylus pushing
ire: Lelia "Casey" Ruggeri, Presi- gram on one campus Gross call
(art editor): Roger Starr remains
jantzen has announc.
wc get out of it?
lent; June Wilde, Vice President; one 0f the Interesting expert
To begin with, we must have
with us as drama editor; Norm.
are now 133 students
Georgia Watson, Secretary; Gene ments in the educational world enough students "put into" P- sp^guc is in as feature
lonCHtV* working for teaching
1 credentials-^ for secondao
Watson, Treasurer.
today. He believes the P^ay SA before anything startling Peggy O'Connor Is
can come out of It. We of the editor; and June
! pees
50 for
Chairman of Student Affairs prove significant as a
"PCS and
dliu ^
-— elementary.
in as news editor. Eacn a The School
....
at the
of Education at
Committee is Penny Kurtzweil, and a pattern for communities, ox committee are your chosen plunked
y
i0 a
a m
rrr
representatives and we want |\of these editors is
esoecially in other states, where
member
.of
A.W.S. President, Alta McCT
College of Pacific J
can to help the extreme teacne
took; Chairman of locations thHunlor college movement may to initiate all possible In the ] the editorial board.
emerge to find itself in specific way of activities that we can
shortage In CallfomU at this
Elaine Peterson; Freshman P
BUSINESS
STAFF
dent, Lymie Burke; Sophomore TmiJtition with private institu for P-S.A- card holders. So
As for the business end of the
buy your card now. and
tions.
.
.
President, Helen Graham.
Til Senior College students in
your
friends
to
do
likewisedeal. Nancy Kaiser, last semes tJStrf in elementary teaching
Gross has no fears tor dmrchMembers at large of the: Execu
With this kind of support for ter's able and amiable editor has
related education, either fin
tive Committee are
Ellen
our organization, we car give
e
W
taken over that branch and is as
ancially or ^J^ JJj[Teased
O'Neil, Newell Oesterich,
you an accelerated semesltr of
Methodist church has incre
slsted in her ads getting by NanKuechier. A1 Kolb Don Ambler
y°u
"activity.
Without
it-?
giving to its colleges 400 r
and Charlotte Merchereau.
cy Demlng. she of smooth voice
can answer that for yourself.
? „r . pars he states, and Its eo
noTln the Administration Build
Signed:
The meetings of the Executive ucato'rs know that the colleges
and sound psychology, and Jiming.
Lelia "Casey" Ruggeri.
Committee, held Wednesdays at must teach an "understanding of
rule Yokum.
t
o
r
e
o
n
a
7:00 p. m. in the S.C.A. buUdlne.
» « « » • " '*
'
are open to the puM*-*»
body of knowledge
dents are invited to attend.

"" ^ A«* CABFAGNI

| gymnasium.

'Charlie's Aunt' In Upstairs
Production. 'Brief Candle'
Production,

MADAM PREXY

Dr. John Gross
Visits Two Days
on COP Campus
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Red Cross War
By ART CARFAGNI
Fund Advances
First, a word describing the pur
of the pose, mission, evolution and what
Toward Quota
played have you of this column.

FORMER PACIFICITES
By Norma Spragne

POST MORTEM

BLUE V
JA<KEt/

the Los Angeles Bureau
*
£.
V
Associated Press. Bill
Although it has been almost a
month since I sat down to type with the first Stagg coached HISTORY
San Joaquin County Chapter
my weekly attempt, all has been teams at C.O.P. His home was in
(We could start this with the Red Cross War Fund campaign
Chicago, and he followed the
comparatively quiet on this front
Grand Old Man to the West Coast. classic OUAT—"once upon a was well on its way to victory to
and if there were more than these
On Wednesday, March 14, an or time" but instead we'll say day following the first report
few familiar facST on campus
By BRUCE COLEMAN
iginal radio play by Becker was "many.") Many semesters ago, meeting on March 6 when chair
they must have Jjeen lost in the
released on the "Dr. Christian" there was a group on this cam men of divisions and branches re
The reduced crew returned
flurry of registration, vacation
program. (Did you
listen?) pus whose major specialized in ported a total of $87,130, or 38.7 the good ship C.O.P. i t jj
(?), and registration again.
as w
While here at Pacific, Bill was the art of healing, both the capi per cent of the quota of $225,000. with definite new sets to
"Bud" Savage, one of our former not only sports editor of the
talistic and the socialized variety.
Encouraging news came from jibs. These new "fronts" their
football names came back to the
ranged
"Weekly" at one time but also This group was called by both the report of the Linden-Farminghome roost wearing the gold the business manager.
from broken ankles and po^"
friends and enemies alike the ton branch which went over the
braid of a Lt. Comdr. last week.
oaked pans to the case of
Among the V-12 sailors from "pre-meds" although it was easy top by subscribing $4511 of 5.5 per
On. the same day, we caught a
limping
Able Seaman who feu u
other schools who were home for to tell by emphasis and voice tone cent over the quota of $4275.
glimpse of Lt. (j.g.) Bill Toland
to a manhole. See "Bilgewatewi
the period in between semester | whether this was meant as a
More encouraging news came
wandering around with Betty
were Steven Little, Darrhl Den- 'greeting, slur, sneer, challenge, from the report of the special Cody for details on what goes 0
Taylor, who used to work in the
beneath the manhole covers "
compliment, threat, etc.
toni, and Bob Laughead.
gifts division in the Stockton dis
Information Office.
All of last semester there ap CADAVER HALL
trict which reported 86.9 per cent MANY DEPART
Ens. Jack Burns dropped in to
peared an address in this column
of
its quota of $36,450 already con We wish the best of smooth
say good-bye as did Ens. Howard
This group lived in what is now
each week. No results seemed to
tributed.
Turned in at the initial sailin' to the following men who
Lenz just prior to the end of the
be forecoming, and we were on Freshman Hall, and they called report meeting was $31,665.
have recently left the unit: Ablast semester. They are both
their retreat Cadaver Hall, the
bott,
Ahern, Alexander, Anderson
scheduled for overseas in the the verge of discontinuing this home of decayed cats, formalde
County branch quotas and the
feature.
Then
last
week
news
Barr,
Beazell, Brede, Burrows'
near future.
amount turned in at the first re
reached us that because of one of hyde, bloody scalpels, shrieks in
Burton,
Christopher, Conrow'
George Fowler dropped in to the addresses we included, two the night — or so the other port meeting follow: Manteca, Covill, Davison, Dexter, Doerr
$9,225,
$541;
Escalon,
$5400,
say hello (in a navy blue suit
former school buddies were able COPeons imagined. Too, a mem
Falconer, Fischer, Germann, Gil
one of the latest things in men to get in touch with one another ber of this group published in the $1573; Linden-Farmington, $4275, Christ, Grant, Grubb, Harbour
$4511;
Lodi,
$35,325,
$14,090;
fashions, you know.) His young again. Therefore, somewhat en Weekly each issue an innocent,
Harwood, Higgs, Hinckley, Hoff'
er brother, Paul is an ARM 2/c. couraged, we plunge back into but still good, column which told Clements-Lockeford, $2475; Rip man, Hollcraft, Hopkins, Hopper
/on,
$4275,
$33;
Tracy,
$14,175,
The "R" stands for radio, they tell that routine with Bob McKeegan, of various goings-on at the house.
Howard, Hoxsie, Huntington!
me.
who can be reached with the fol This column was appropriately $2764; Thornton-Terminous, $2025. Jackson, Lenz, Lineer, Menzies
Chapter Campaign Chairman Murphy, Noall, O'Brien, Olivas
News of one of these frequent lowing address: Ens. R. F. Mc called (pause) CADAVER HALL;
Pacific theatre get-to-gethers of Keegan, U.S.S. L.S.T. 646 c/o no doubt many here still remem George A. Ditz is enthusiastic ov Pedigo, Perkin, Pohl, Reiss, Rich
er the possibilities of raising this ards, Sahlberg, Schwarz, Stephen
Pacificites has developed into
Fleet Postoffice, San Francisco, ber it.
family reunion also. Lt. (j.g.) California.
In those days, many semesters year's chapter quota and he has son, Thatcher, Towle, Vavruska,
Walt Gilgert and his brother Earl,
ago, most of the navy students urged all of his workers to make Vilkin, Wilhelm, and Wilmsen.
were either pre-meds or post- their contacts early. At the same
MM 3/c not only ran into each
meds, the latter being those pre- time he urges contributors to RED DOG RETURNS
other on the Hawaiian Islands, EXCHANGES
met °mer Thompson,
Red Dog, Coxswain, U.S.N.R.,
meds
who dropped the scalpel and have their contributions ready
From the Jungle Chant paper
ARM 1/c, too—and the three of at Reedley Junior College comes picked up the sextant. As time when the collector calls in order more fortunate than his buddies,
passed, the number of pre-meds that the campaign go over the top returned to his classes a few days
them went swimming at Waikiki this advice for dancers.
Beach.
late this semester. He said that
got
steadily less, until today there by March 16th.
Three ways to avoid embarrasare
not enough to have five
"The need is great," Ditz em he had spent most of his leave
Writing home from the Philip ment when you fall on the floor
games of four handed bridge
let visiting the hot spots around town
pines is Sgt. Dante Pedrini. "Dan while dancing.
unugc (or
v ui i phasized,' "and
—— we
" will only
uxuy be
ue it?Itin£ our b°ys and girls at the and was late in reporting due to
ten
games
of
honeymoon
bridge.)
ny" was a graduate in 1933.
1. Just lie there; they'll think
In effect, the pre-meds were the fr°nt down if the 1945 campaign a relapse in his recuperation
Writing from somewhere at sea, you fainted.
true
'Vanishing Americans."
fails. It's up to every individual schedule. We're glad to have
Lt. Dick Morrall sends us the
2. Get up gracefully; they'll
you aboard, Red Dog, but feel
As for this column, it reigned to make a contribution."
news that Del Wescott is a Major think it s part of the dance.
that
supreme,
dispensing
wit,
informa
m the Marines now.
He backed up his statement by go. you'd be safer in Kookamon3. Start mopping the floor with
The fellows who are coming your handkerchief; they'll think tion and other things for four and quoting from a letter sent to Mrs.
A fifteen-minute "Happy Hour"
one-half semesters until one black Alice M. Kowatch, 1321 San Juan,
hack to our campus on the G. I you just work there.
took place last Friday night in
day
it
suffered
the
fate
that
most
Stockton,
by
her
husband,
Sgt!
p1!, °K-,^ightS and the Vocational
the lobby of Barracks A. Atwatbooks do in Boston. (The offi Raymond J. Kowatch, interned at
Rehabilitation Program aren't all SOFE DAFFINITIONS
er-and Russell took turns at the
Stalag
Luft
IV,
Germany.
MARCONI—An Italian food.
new faces. Stanley Daubenbeis
cial report stated that it made
piano, Starr vocaled, a yokel
MASQUERADE—A drink like "Forever Amber" and the "Well
(recently of the U. S. Army) was
"We get a parcel from the Red "danced", and Grant the Barker,
lemonate
or
orangeade.
not too long ago one of the SJC
Cross each week. It has food in barked. The take (thirty-seven
WEIGHT—As "You be sure to of Loneliness" look like bedtime it so we manage fairly well. See
students living at the men's Cocents and two bus tokens) was
stories in comparison).
op. Jacob Strohm is back, too. weight for me."
the Red Cross in town.
split three ways. Politics.
KILN—He was a murder so he
Registered as an art major is
•Sanford Moberly, another form- was used to kiln people,
ny man
and loyal Ar j GLYCERINE—Shining bright-

cwtT

•••

"

Beth and Jerry Winter stopped AUTOCASY—Goofy over cars.
From the Emerald and White
m to say hello recently. Beth is
Dinuba, California.
270
WaVe*, -w
Yo
probably remember Jerry
as our last male PSA Prexy.

Alles (ALL
vanTHEdie
beste... Have^ a**- Coke
BEST)
V-»WiVC
T

^r^

A former "Pacific Weekly"
man steps into the spotlight with

the news that Bill Becker has

_

just
appointed sports editor for

A

Chicken Pie Shop

Easter Fashions
DRESSES
MILLINERY
HANDBAGS
ACCESSORIES

The D. &. D.
Dress Shoppe

LUNCHES — DINNERS
Pies Ready to Take Home
2813 Pacific Avenue

1920 Pacific Ave.

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
HOME COOKING
2043 Pacific Avenue

... giving the good word in South Africa
Have a Coke is a

simple gesture of gQod wiu

Featuring;

you wish them well. In Capetown, as in Columbus or Concord,

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Coca-Cola turns refreshment time into friendship time,-has be

at

College Prices

V

u

come a symbol of good feeling among friendly-minded folks.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON LTD.

HE
ruoisnwa every rnuuy uurmy ma L^nieye year L>y un racluc oiuuem QlIr partners for a Change
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act at March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance lor mailing at special rate of postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
'
c-j'hc-'-ed October 24, 1924
hope you don't get lost on the hrn*f

fi=S

^^

0
:e"« Coca-Cola

1 You naturally hear Coca-Cola
1called by its friendly abbreviation
B Coke . Both mean the quality prod^ uct of The Coca-Cola Company.

nignt immune in ininnwiumi r—i

7!

cifie Area. He also received the .Air, Violin solo—Helene Haabeslan
Mc
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ru'h

time as a waist gunner and flight
engineer aboard a Liberator

Candless
Flute—Wynne Honnal

1
C.0.P. Debate
Squad Attends
Linfield Meet

Lambda Nu Phis Elect
Dick Johnson Head
For Spring Semester

'45 Pin-Up Girl
Is Selected by
Lambda Nu Phi

PIN-UP COED

Dick Johnson, Lambda Nu Phi
Fraternity member and past
president of that organization,
again took over the duties of
president when he was elected
last Thursday night at the fra
ternity headquarters on Euclid
Avenue. Johnson succeeds Way
ne Perry.
Other officers elected for the
Spring semester are A1 Kolb, sec
retary; Don Angler, treasurer;
Don Noble and Bill Roberts, chap
lain and guard, respectively.
On the calendar for the frater
nity's coming social events is the
second annual Sweetheart Dance
and a Band Frolic. Hector Pratt
and Ben Hold are in charge of the
arrangements.

Lambda Nu Phi Fraternity has
chosen as their 1945 Pin-Up Girl
College of Pacific's debate team
Miss Charlotte Hanker of the
represented by Marilyn Dow,
University of California at Los
*a thy Gelatt, Robert Mackey,
p°
Angeles. Runner-up in the con
d Manuel Furtado at the fiftest was also a UCLA coed. Miss
8" th annual Pi Kappa Delta In
n
Eleanor Greenuf. Both girls will
vitational Forensic Tournament
receive gold trophies from the
at Unfield College, Oregon, last
Lambda Nu Phis. Miss Allle
Week-end.
Bargum of Fresno State, who re
They participated in a debate
ceived honorable mention, will re
n the question: "Resolved, that
ceive a contestant letter.
I^ere Should be Compulsory Ar
The selection" of a pin-up girl by
bitration of Labor Disputes." In
' the members of Lambda Nu Phi
addition Mr. Furtado, Miss Gelatt,
has become a yearly event with
and Mr. Mackey entered an ex
this contest being the second of
temporary speaking contest, in
its kind. Dick Johnson and Don
which Mr. Furtado won first
Ambler were in charge of the ar
place.
rangements.
Marilyn Dow and Dorothy Ge
The fraternity members re
latt took part in oratory declama
quest entries from colleges all oy
tion, with Miss Dow reaching the
er the country, with this year's
Ortha Met Para
finals. She also made the finals
participation being over 70 col
in interpretive reading, when Chemistry Society
leges represented. Pictures of
she read a cut from "Uncle Harthe various candidates are then
i ry » Furtaddo and Mackey enter Plans Big Semester
sent to Pacific for the fraternity's
ed the impromptu speaking con
vote.
Ortha Meta Para, the honorary
test.
chemical
society,
recently
elected
Leaving here on Tuesday the
team arrived in Oregon to attend new officers for the coming
spring term. Elected were Art
T r i Betes to Meet
the contests on last Thursday,
Carfagni as president; Ray OlivFriday and Saturday, returning
eri as vice president; Anna Kotoff
Plan Big Initiation
to Stockton last Sunday. Sixtyas the secretary-treasurer; and
five debate teams from twentyHaving elected officers too late
Gus Raney as the initiations
two different schools, and six
last semester to get the news into
chairman.
states, including
Washington,
the Weekly, the first news that
not yet been ascertained just how will be published about Tri-Bete
California, Oregon, Idaho, Mon INITIATION CEREMONIES
initiation
ceremonies
which
are
This semester's program will
many new members will be ad
tana, and Utah, participated in
officially begin with the formal to be held on March 21. It has mitted to membership. The pro is the new roster of officers.
this tournament.
gram for this spring includes at NEW OFFICERS
least two lectures by noted men
In as the president we have Ted
of the San Joaquin region, and Wood; as vice president, the beau
for the last meeting of the semes teous Betty Holt; as the secretaryter an outing to one of the re treasurer there is Russel McFall;
gion's watering places, or reason and in as coordinator of publicity
able facsicile thereof.
sits Art Carfagni.
Wife How can we estimate INITIATION TO BE HELD
our cost of living?
The first stimulus that will
Husband—That's simple; take
motivate the members is tile com
our income and add 30 per cent.
ing initiation of new members
and the rising of provisional
members to regular status. Fol
REFRESHMENTS
lowing this, there will be a num
on the
ber of meetings at which speak
CAMPUS
ers will lecture upon things relavent to the purpose of the society.
However, the exact schedule of
meetings has not as yet been ful
ly worked out.
Faculty sponsor for tri-bete is
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
Dr Alden Noble, zoology prof,
STUDENTS
who has spent many years in bio
"WHERE YOU MEET
A gay array of stream-lined young swim
EVERYBODY"
logical research.
suits . . . SeaMolds by Flexees and SaW

THE CUB
HOUSE

cony classics, in one and two pieces.
Jerseys, faille, Corawool, in spring's ex
otic new high shades.

7.95
sportswear shop
street floor

S E R V I N G P A C I F I C

•
•
•
•

TED'S

•
•
•

MEAT MARKET

•
•

s

114 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

5
gj

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
340 east main

COAL
W'OOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE on,
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRA>"EL

Tel. 6-6966
830 ^ Calif.

Stockton

"C
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HOUSE OFFICERS
TOLD AS COED'S
HOLD ELECTIONS

BRIDE TOMORROW

Three Greek Letter Sororities
Initiate New House Officers and
New Members as Semester Begifts

During the first few weeks of
each semester there is always
After having served the usual
As Pacific hails another Se
much hustle and bustle in the liv
pledge
period,
the
pledges
of
the
ter,
so do each of the SororJ
ing groups getting organized for
the term, electing officers and three greek letter houses on cam welcome a new corps of offjce **
planning for installation of the pus are being initiated into mem The newly elected officers
**'
bership in their respective houses.
officers.
follows:
Tau Kappa
The new officers at Women's
« Kappa
x-x— was a little
Alpha Theta Tau. Presi(,
Hall were installed last Tuesday j ahead of the other houses in that
the
beld
evening, Carolyn Larson taking
y
their initiation at the June Wilde; Vice-President, Mar'.
over the gavel as president of the close of Iast semester. An in- Jane Yardley; House ManaJ
— dorm, succeeding Virginia
Mals- formal initiation climaxed their Barbara Goodwin; Recording <3
hell-week on February 8, and their retary, Peggy Van
bury in that office.
Vranken'
Connie Cochran was installed formal candlelight ceremony tol Treasurer, Betty Holt; Corr*
as vice-president, Jane Baty - lowed on February 2L Those ponding Secretary, Marie ArbiZ
secretary, Doris Marsh-treasur- who became new members are: Social Chairman, Viola Burre
er. Members of the house coun- Kay Buh1' Frances Mack> Marian Chaplain, Dorothy Gelatt; Recorrt
cil who took office were Randy PhilliPs- and clara Ruiz- Doro" er, Sally Fenton; Sergeant »
Walker, Shirley Gilpatrick Betty thy Li^htner was formally initlat- Arms, Charlotte Mercereau
Gavey, Marjorie Dohner Jeanne ed last night in an additional can" Helen Arbios; Historian j0an
Hunter; Custodian, Helen Qr
Pierce, LaVerve Hanlon, Frances dlelight ceremony.
Hunt, Phyllis Duval, and Dorothee
Epsilon Lambda Sigma was en- ham; Rush Chairman, Jean Co
Law.
tertained on last Wednesday night martin.
at
an informal initiation. ThursMirian Martell was elected
Tau Kappa Kappa. President
president of Freshman Hall at iday night the traditional candle- Alta McClintock; Vice-President
New Barbara Merriam; Recording Sec
their election held the early part light initiation was held.
of the week. Other new officers Epsilons are: Taye Bramwell, retary, Virginia Huntley; Corres
are Joan Isensee, vice-president; Carolyn Evans, Carolyn Bennett- ponding Secretary, Jackie Geyer
Marcene Williams,
secretary- son, Beverly Billups, Joyce At- Treasurer, Janice Potter; House
treasurer; Sylvia Austin, histor wood, Helen Cummings, Bette Et- Manager, Jean Cruickshank; Sarian; Council members
Ruth|Ze1' sharon Lewis, Sally Logan, geant at Arms, Nancy Kaiser;
Christianson and Flora Beamer. BettY Maley, Kathryn Nesbit, Chaplain, Clara Ruiz; Custodians
Elaine Brant is the outgoing presi- jBarbara Roth, Jackie Schwerer, Betty Declusin, Shirley Dugasdent.
i Mary Spanos, Arlene Stoy, Helen Reporter, Marian Phillips.
The girls at Central Hall, the 'Tbatcber> Bernice Temple, Jean
Epsilon Lambda Sigma: Presi
dormitory for new incoming |Ann Wright> Donna Perrott, and dent, Iris Jacobs; Vice President
Arleen
Jensen. Marilyn Thomas Marilyn Sheppard; Recording Sec
lone Angwin, former P. S. A. President will become the bride of En freshmen, elected Shipley Rae •'
Bollin as president, Mickey Van- was individually initiated on Feb. retary, Betty Kuechler; Corres
sign Robert T. Monogan, U.S.C.G.R. tomorrow night.
dergruff as secretary-treasurer, 10, because she was unable to be ponding Secretary, Cam Jamie
and Dorothy Adams as Red Cross in attendance on Thursday.
son; House Manager, Mary Flaa
representative.
Alpha Theta Tau took: Betty Treasurer, Nadine Walsh; Chap'
SJC, COP Faculty
Red Cross Director
Election of officers at Sopho Broder, Betty Lou Cooper, Mar lain, Shirley Butler; Librarian
Members Honor New
more Hall is expected to take sha Grey, Mary Kenley, Shirley Historian, Jean Marie Arnold;
Speaks
at
Dorm.
place shortly. Nominations in Lamar, Marilyn Meister, and Joan Sergeant at Arms, Betty Maley',
Students Last Wed.
clude: President, Norma Browe, O'Connor into membership last Rush Chairman, Dorothy Emigk
In
connection
with
the
recent
New students from Stockton
Red Cross Drive, Mr. Davis, Red Dorothy Mark; Vice-President, night at a candlelight ceremony.
Junior College and the College of
Cross Field Director from Stock Mildred Griffin, Mary Jo Leap; : Their informal initiation preced
New Version of an Oldie,
the Pacific were honored last ton Field, spoke to the girls of Secretary, Kay Malmquist, Pat ed on Wednesday.
Roses are red,
Wednesday evening when the Women's Hall, last Thursday eve Cross; Treasurer, Lilly Follette,
Violets are blue,
Pam
Mitchell;
Historian,
Vivian
ning.
faculty and administration of
A college bred is a four year
Orchids are $3.50—
Mr. Davis was invited to the Jarvis, Jean Bergeson.
both colleges held a reception
loaf made from dad's dough.
Won't
dandelions do???
campus by the Red Cross Unit
Some crust, eh?
from 8 to 10 p. m. in Anderson
The
Lowell,
San Francisco, Calif.
which has been established here
Hall.
For Your Man in the Service
and is carrying on very effective
a Logan Portrait Keeps You
The receiving line included Dr. work.
Close to Him.
The girls learned of the various
and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, Comdr.
Log-an
and Mrs. Burton E. Rokes, Dr. problems that the Red Cross is
confronted with daily, and just
and Mrs. Arthur T. Bawden. Mu
Camera Shop
how these difficulties are handled
sic was furnished by a string trio through the field directors ap
20 N. San Joaquin Stret
consisting of Donna
Perrott, pointed by the Red Cross.
Phone 2-2148
Marilyn Burger, and Elton BurgSince 1896 serving those who
SPRING SUITS
stahler.
History indicates man first bewant the best in portraiture,
Faculty members who acted as
^ thG h°rSe
frames, photo equipment.
IN
ge<
hosts and hostesses for this occasion were assisted by the fol
TECHNICOLORS
lowing students: Lelia Ruggeri
president of P. S. A.; Alta McPacific Avenue Beauty Shoppe
We have them in every
Clintock, president A.W.S.; Thelma Berg, vice president S.C.A.
— 'FOR EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY SERVICE —
popular pastel shade, as
Don Edwards, Lyman Burke, Dick
Johnson, Newell Oestreich.
well as black, navy, red and
Another Christmas Time Version.
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the King's horses and all the
king's men
Had egg-nog.

J

3216 Pacific Ave.

<

grey.

Stockton,

checks.

California

Telephone 3- 0 8 8 4

P i n

stripes

and

19.95 up

GERALDINE GIFFORD

Sizes 10 to 18

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

2320 Pacific Avenue

Friedberger's

GAIA-DELUCCHI

Jewelry for the Service
Man and Co-ed

American and Channel

Main Street
Second Floor

———wm
our partners for a change.
» Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance tor mailing at special rate of postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
O—'-cr ? '91?. authorized October 24, 1924.
hope you don't get lost on the hunt.'
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nignr missions in mc

clfic Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene Haabesland
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ruth
Candless
time as a waist gunner and flight
Flute—Wynne Honnalc
pngineer aboard a Liberator
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j^arilyn Thomas-Francis Keppel Mrs. Grace Jones
parried on Last Sunday - March 11 New H'semother
Is Interviewed
St- John's Episcopal Church

SOCIETY
HUSSEYjNavy Wedding
pb
y 25 for

This is the first of a series of BARBARA
interviews on new personalities
ENGAGEMENT IS
seen around campus.
e ruar
Hailing from Wisconsin, Mrs.
WEST H N COED
Grace Jones, newly appointed
housemother of West Hall, came
Announcement of the engage
to Stockton simply to be near her ment of Miss Barbara Hussey to
Culminating a romance which
Colorful, quaint figures decor brother and her niece, who is Miss Ensign George Coats, USNR, was
had
its inception in Baltimore,
ated the tables at Miss Knoles' Ruth Smith, head of the French made March 5 at Sophomore Hall.
home iasx
last Thursday
evening, Department, but ended up by tak The traditional five-pound box of Md., is the marriage of Miss Doriiume
inursaay eveiuxig,
8th, when the Zetagatheans ing over the responsibility of 45 candy was delivered by Arlene isanne Fleming to Frank H.
Shewbridge, Jr., seaman first
i-.u
held a_ 1bean supper *1
there. Pros girls.
Stoy and Helen Cummings who class, aerial gunner in the navy.
pective members and members of
Mrs. Jones, a music teacher by presented it to Marilyn Richie and
The couple exchanged vows
the club alumnae were invited to
Browe. A
miniature Sunday, February 25th, at an in
profession, has held many inter Norma
the affair.
esting jobs. She taught music in shoulderboard attached to the box formal afternoon ceremony in the
The menu consisted of baked
Berkeley, Piedmont, and San revealed the news.
navy chapel at Whidby Island,
beans, tossed green salad, french
Francisco, then journeyed east to
Miss Hussey is the daughter of the service.
bread, ice cream and cookies.
teach in Milwaukee and Madison. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hussey of
The new Mrs. Shewbridge has
Committees in charge of the sup
man.
Diverting her interests from mu Auburn. She is a past worthy returned to the campus and is re
Misses Doris Edna Forslund per were: Food—Carmel Staudensic awhile, she accepted a posi advisor of The Order of Rainbow siding in West Hall. She will
and Carolyn Remington were raus and Ann Smith; Clean-up
tion as social hostess at a resort and is a member of senior orches- complete this semester, her high
bridesmaids. They were dressed Edith Grider, Almina Wolfe, Mary
in Florida, where she aided in en is on campus.
freshman year, and then depart
in aqua gowns and carried French Irene Motta.
tertaining such notables as Win
for Jacksonville, Fla., where she
Ensign
Coats
is
the
son
of
Mrs.
bouquets. Misses Betty KuechThose attending were Lynette
ston Churchill. She has also A. Middlewick of Grass Valley. will join her husband who expects
ler, Betty Griffin, Janice Mc Sanborn, Lenore Grover, Betty
been a social hostess at a resort He was a member of the V-12 un to be transfered there to contin
Caffrey and Patricia Cleghorn di Womble, Helen Winters, Ruby
on Lookout Mountain in Tennes it here for three semesters and ue aerial gunnery school.
rected guests to their seats and Phillips, Sophia Mohamed, Clarasee, and at White Mountains, New he received his commission at
The bride is the daughter of
took part in the ceremony. They mae Gildey, Mildred Pettey, Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Fleming
Hampshire.
Columbia
University
in
December,
were dressed in pale pink.
Hamel, Joyce Bishop, Delores
Turning to her more personal 1944. Following his commission of Palo Alto. She attended
After the wedding, a reception Bourn, Zelda Eckstrom, Margaret
interests
now, Mrs. Jones con he received his advanced line schools in Baltimore and Palo Al
was held at Epsilon sorority Metzler, Marie Nicklich, Joy Ruf fesses to a great liking of cats. training at Hollywood Beach, to.
house on the campus
where Mari Carmel Staudenraus, Ann Smith, Two of her chief pets were nam Florida. At the present time he
Iiuuoc.
r
The bridegroom is the son of
lyn is a member. The house was. Almina Wolfe, Edith Grider, Mary
is studying communications at Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Shew
ed
Inky-Black-out
Jones,
and
Gen
ecorated with white spring bios Irene Motta, Winifred Faria and eral Fousch. She enjoys garden Harvard University.
bridge of Baltimore. He is a
ns and white candles. Misses Rachel Wright
graduate of the Polytechnic Insti
ing, and likes to watch tennis
The couple plan to be married
Alumnae present were Mrs.
Beatrice Belander, Dorothy Emtution in Baltimore and later at
matches and football games. Her during the early part of June.
igh, Helene Haabesland, Helen Harriet Judson, Miss Doris Bish- chief dislikes are monkeys and
tended John Hopkins University.
Cummings and Beverly Billups, ofberger, Miss Naomi Fuqua, all snake".
He has been in the navy for two
sorority sisters of the bride, serv of Stockton, and Mrs. Mae Brown
years.
Susan Conklin,
of Linden.
ed guests at the reception.

Dressed in white satin with a
_ veil and train, Miss Marilyn
!iomas became the bride of
vijght Officer Francis A. Keppel
{fhe Army Air Forces in a doub0
ring ceremony, at 3:00 o'clock
f gt." John's Episcopal Church.
Reverend George Foster Pratt of
ciaieuficiated
Marilyn carried a small white
nrtnmed with
with aa white
White
rayer book adorned
P chid and white satin streamers.
r
° was attended by Miss Nancy
rprenkel as maid of honor, who
was dressed in pale pink and car
ried a French bouquet. Lt. Jos
eph Fluty, AAF, acted as best

BEAN SUPPER FOR
ZETAGATHEAN'S
AT MISS KNOLES

After the reception the couple
left on an extended honeymoon.
They will live in Arizona where
the groom is stationed at Chand
ler Field.
Marilyn is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Averil Thomas of Stock
ton. She is a graduate of Stock
ton High School, where she was
affiliated with the Reniston Club.
She is now attending Stockton

Ballroom

[ DANCING

Junior College where she is a
member of Epsilon Lambda Sig
ma sorority.
Flight Officer Keppel is, origin
ally from Pennsylvania.

j

WED.
SAT. — SUN.
• Dance in COOL Comfort •

ANNOUNCED

Big-Little Sisters
Are Entertained at
Party Monday Nite

Last Monday night was the
date of the annual Associated Wo
men Students Big-Little Sister
Avagadro's number is 6.06x1023
party. A Barn Dance th&me lent
-that is if anyone is interested,
gayety to the gym. Entertain
ment, community singing and re
freshments were a part of the
STOCKTON'S
evening that was highlighted by
MOST INTERESTING
a fashion show, in which campus
BOOK STORE
coeds displayed the latest cam
pus fashions for spring.
The new girls on campus were
OFFICE — SCHOOL
contacted by older students (big
and LEGAL SUPPLIES
sisters) and were escorted to and
from the party by them. This
process has been instituted by the
A.W.S. in an effort to get ac
120 E. Main
Phone 7-7712
quainted with the new girls

QUINN'S

Your

Quality Jewelers

appearance

•

speaks

with eloquence of your char/
acter,

According to Miss June Wilde,
vice president of the student body
and social chairman of the P.S.A.,
the welcoming dance that will be
held in the gym tomorrow night
from 8:30 to 12 p. m. promises to
be
a big success. All freshmen
The ceremony took place at 8
p. m. and Canon C. Rankin Barns and new students will be honored
officiated. Miss Conklin was at guests of this first social func
tended by her cousin, Mr. Charles tion of the spring semester.
Admission to this record dance
Schock of San Diego. Misses
Molly Dur, Phyllis Sears, and will be by student body card only,
Betty Evens acted as bridesmaids. and students are asked to please
Edwin Martin, Jr., U.S.M.C.R., turn in their temporary cards for
the official orange ones by tomor
served as best man.
row night.
Miss Conklin is the daughter of
The Irish St. Patrick's Day
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Reese Conktheme
will be used in the decora
I iin of Pt. Loma, and she is a
graduate of Pt. Loma High School, tions, with green shamrocks for
atmosphere.

CRSI'S

Sir!
'

Former student of the Stockton
Junior College and ,the College
of the Pacific, Miss Susann Mar
ietta Conklin became the bride of
Robert Herman Mix, U.S.M.C.R.,
also of the Stockton Junior Col
lege on February 24, in St. Paul's
Episcopal Church in San Diego.

PSA Welcome Dance
Given Tomorrow
Nite In Gymnasium

Telephone 6-6324

Rogers Jewelry Co.
J

Bob Mix Married
In San Diego

L

Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

1910 Pacific Ave.

FRI. — SAT

PASTRY & DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

June Haver
•IRISH EYES ARE SMILING'
Ed G. Robinson
"TAMPICO"

SUN. — MON.
Hickey-Freeman Clothing
Arrow Shirts
Knox

fWWWJJ*

Plumbing W i t h A Smile

"GYPSY WILDCAT"
and
"IN SOCIETY"

•

TUES.— WED. —THURS.

MILLER-HAYS CO.

"CANT HELP SINGING"
and
"THE WHISTLER"

Hats

Hickok Furnishings

BRAVO &
MCKEEGAN
313-317 East Main St.

Serving College of the Pacific
Dial 2-0229

Grant at Weber Avenue

ft

Continuous Shows
Sat. — Sun. — Wed.

and the Stockton Junior College.
Mr. Mix is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Mix of Redding,
California.
The young couple are now re
siding in San Diego.
Mother Murphy's
spelled backwards is
S'yhprum Rehtom."

Meatballs
Sllabtaem

Fox California
NOW PLAYING
"OUR HEARTS WERE
YOUNG AND GA\
Gail Russell — Diana Lynn
—plus—
LAKE PLACID SERENADE'
Vera Hrubra Ralson
William Fravley
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Diamond Hopefulls
Now Practicing

Tiger Trackmen
Start Practice;
Outlook Good

Coach Larry Siemering's baseball squad has been rapidly
whipping into shape these past two weeks. There is a fine schedule
lined up against some of the best teams in this section of the country, including Camp Shoemaker's fine ball club, and everything
points toward a better than average season.
This is the second season that a baseball team has represented
the College of the Pacific on the diamond. In 1944 we were repre
sented by a fair club made up mostly of Marine trainees. None of
last year's men are left this season, however, and Coach Siemering
is starting off with an entirely new group of men, but most of these
•men are far from new to the
game."

LOTS OF TALENT

Swim Coach Chris Kjeldsen

All spring sports are starting
with a great flourish and track is
no exception. If you should hap
pen by Baxter Stadium one of
these brisk spring evenings you
will find the College boys, both
Navy and Civilian, working hard
to get into condition for their re
spective events. They have a lot
of hard work to do to condition
themselves for the first meet
which is only a few weeks in the
future.

There's John Camicia, a short SMALL TURNOUT
Although the turnout is not as
stop who has played a good deal
of fast ball in and around Stock large as Pacific has had in the
ton; Frank Burkett, a second preceding seasons, we can make
baseman and a ball player with no accurate statement about the
a lot of the savvy that counts in squad's chances until the first
the clutches; Frank Boyle, a pit meet or two. We hope to be
cher with a good deal of exper pleasantly surprised and see them
ience and a man to be counted burn the cinders for Pacific.
The Tigers star basketball cen
Names and news . . Ski champ on; and "Act" Oestrich, a pitcher
of 1945 is Art Harberts who glad- who was all So. California when ter Stan Reams has turned out
en sprunged his way into eight he pitched for Englewood High for the shotput this spring. Stan
weeks light duty . . . Another in '41 and '42. These men along could do some flashy things with
champ is Pom-pom Pull-away ace with George Segale and "Red" a basketball; let's hope he is
H. N. Carmen , . Stan McWil- Hardin form a strong nucleus equally skillful with the sixteenliarns, ex-Tiger hoop star, is now around which to build the team. pound shot. He says it really
disrobing succulent tubers for
To these add catchers Mothorn, takes the energy to put that sixUncle Sam at Camp Beale.
Galbraith and Krukow; pitchers teen-pound chunk of alloy.
Edwards, Able, Griffin and Rob BARRIER JUMPERS
QUICK GLANCE
Lanky Art Cody may seem
erts;
infielders Easton, Wilson,
Over easy . . .
somewhat
clumsy but reports
Spring sports have at last got Grant, Thompson, Harris and says that he can really lift the old
Chalmers; and outfielders Clegg,
ten under way at Pacific, and,
carcass over the high jump bar.
after a sort of staggering start, Jordan, Bondurant, Mclnnerney He attended the Abraham Lincoln
and
Reno,
and
you
have
the
mak
all the activities seem headed for
High School in San Francisco last
ings of a winning ball club.
a bonanza season.
year where he set a record of 6'
Giving the sports a general once TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
2Vz" for that school.
The opening game will be
over, we come up with this out
On the cinders in the 120 yard
look for the Tigris Bengalis. In played with Camp Parks at that high hurdle event will probably
track Pacific will be up against base on the 21st of March. The be Bob Innis, who last ran for the
plenty of big, first-rate competi schedule calls for two games a fame of his Alma Mater, C. K.
tion, and at the present time the week until May 26.
McClatchy High School in Sacra
Coach Chris Kjeldsen's mermen, boasting one returning letterman
Tigers look somewhat shortThe tentative schedule is;
mento. Bob made a good show
in Ben Holt, can now be seen going through their paces in the local
handed to handle large squads March:
ing in high school, and should do
tank each afternoon. There are fifteen men out for the team at the
such as that of the California
21—Camp Parks—there
well in his first year of college
present time, and there is a need for more sealions. The schedule has
Bears.
24—Shoemaker—there
competition.
not been rounded out as yet and thus is not presentable at this early
In tha sport of splash and pad April:
NEW TALENT
date.
The team has possibilities, which can be seen in a fashion aft
dle C.O.P. is faced with a tough
7—Modesto—there
Rex McVicker, who hails from er one week's training.
problem. Unlike track, where a
H—Camp Parks—here
the bay area, will be a good bet
°MALE AND FEMALE
mediocre team with lots of fair
17—Stockton Hi—here
on the 440 season. This is Rex's
21—Fairfield Suisun AAB
Holt was one of the leading
athletes can often defeat a squad
first year in college, however, he Racketeers Get
backstrokers on last year's swim
there
with only one or two flashy stars,
has speed and endurance which
team, and Kjeldsen is planning to
swimming meets often depend
25—Shoemaker—here
Hot On Courts
may bring him some victories.
largely on the work of one or two
use him in this event come swim28—U. C.—there
"Arkansas" Schroeder, a tall,
top-flight athletes. A really good May:
With the semester beginning, meet time.
rugged lad from Barracks "A" is
swimmer can often win two
A despairing factor is the fact
2—Modesto—here.
training to throw the discus and Pacific's slingers of the cat gut,
events and boost his relay team
4—Fresno State—here
javelin. He has the brawn and the tennis players and tryoutees, that "the terrible Sweed" can't
to a third triumph, and in a meet
5—Fresno State—here
through instruction from Coach have made their appearance on use the outstanding ability of
of nine events those points really
12—Fresno State—there
Jackson he may be able to perfect the courts; in effect, the open Helen Graham. Helen, being a
count. The trouble here is that
15—Stockton Hi—here
his form sufficiently to make a season on tennis balls started girl, is ineligible for the men's
Pacific as yet possesses no out
1®—Crows Landing—here
this last week. By Friday, most events, but Kjeldsen hopes to en
good showing.
standing mermen, a big handicap
19—Crows Landing—there
of the challenge matches were or ter her when possible. Helen's
POLE
VAULT
ACE
to Coach Chris Kjeldsen's hopes.
26—Fairfield Suisun—here
ganized and were being played off specialties lie in the speeds, and
Ray Krink, a discharge from
she is rated as one of the top
by the racket hopefuls.
TENNIS OUTLOOK
Marines, shows good prospects
Some of last season's old faith feminine swimmers on the ^oast.
Tennis probably presents the
for
the
pole
vault.
Reports
are
gotten athletes and second string
fuls are back as well as many
brightest picture of the spring
bench-warmers. If you want to that he kicked 12' 6" xin high new men. Back from last year COMPETITIONS
season. Bolstered by veterans of
read about the stars and record school and he should make quite are Arnie Beisser and Jim Ritter. The team is planning on meet
either past Tiger squads or tennis
ing neighborhood high schools for
breakers just peruse the other an improvement over that.
teams of other schools, the BerKen Sharp a Navy boy with a New faces seen on the courts are practice meets. Their schedule
stones on this page. The above
Hamlin, Dow, Mundt, MacDonald,
nerd racketmen will probably
is no reflection on the athletes in good set of legs will probably run Swift, Gulick, Carfagni, Taylor, will probably include meets with
give any competition they face a
the
sprints
for
the
Tigers
this
nearby service teams. Two let
terviewed below—they are all intough battle.
Raney, Marlowe, McKim, Heil- downs came when the news ar
experienced, hardworking, and year. He has had previous track man, Carman, and Zeoli.
On the diamond coach Larry
rived that University of Califor
hopeful—they may yet make the experience which will heln a
Siemering is having a rough time headlines.
great deal.
MATCHES SCHEDULED
nia does not have a swimming
whipping the hopefuls of swat
Of the new-comers the two out team this season, and that a meet
We can't predict anything about
Bob McKim, cartoon-crazy art
and pitch into anything resemb
Pacific's track team; but we can standing players are Don Swift with the San Francisco Olympic
editor
of
the
Pacific
Weekly,
is*
ling nine men going through the
hope for the best.
and Bill Mundt. Two other boys Club had to be cancelled because
motions of what is called the great turning his talents toward racket
who are regarded as sure shots the Clubbers can not travel.
American game. However, there swinging this spring. The San
to play lots of matches are Don
In the past there has always
Mateo
swatter
is
a
5'
10",
Chinese
track coach Earl Jackson. So far, Mathews and Dan Hamlin.
s probably not a college team in
been more than one returning let
food-loving,
mathematics
major
Dick's
main
contribution
to
Am
the country who could beat a
Coach Gladys Benerd has an terman plus new material, but
ho hopes to volley and rally his erican life is his attempt to sup
sand-lot baseball club this early
nounced
that the Tiger squad will this season things have changed
in the season. It is too soon to flme^f0™ S°rt °f first-bounce port (by purchase and consump engage the Stockton Tennis club
in this respect. We are sure,
fame
this
season.
Your
columntion) the Hi-Ho cracker company in a match next Saturday.
Pass judgment on the willing1
Al nevertheless, that Coach Kjeld
workers of Coach Larry.
•Wouer^rS Bob best for his and the Skippy Peanut Butter though the line-up is neither def sen will do a fine job in bringing
You ought to pay me furst" car producers.
FINE FIGURES
inite or complete, Arnie Beiser is out the best in his present pros
toon.
Sports Personalities . . .
sure
to start as top man for the pects.
_ Big Dick Zeigier, sometimes—
Cambodia is the richest coun Pacific unit. Also tentatively
As long as the present pen-push but not often—known as the San
er continues to scribble this col Diego sensation, is out broad- try of the Far East in ancient scheduled for playing positions
The purest Spanish spoken in
monuments, best known of which are Mundt, Ritter, Mathews, and
umn it will be the refuge for for- lumping just as far as he can for
South America is said to be that
are the ruins of Angkor.
Swift.
of Bogota, Colombia.

Fifteen Swimmers Greet Kieldsen
As Swimming Gets Under Way
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Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1379. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
O—'-c: ° >?!?, cu'herfzed October 24, 1924
I hope you don't get lost on the hi-rU

intent niiwiuiis ui un
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cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Heiene Haabeslnn ^
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver, Ruth
Candless
time as a waist gunner and flight
I Flute—Wynne Honnaldv^- a-nfl-toeer aboard a Liberator
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Women's Athletic
A s s 'n Plans Girls

TRADE WINDS

T R A C K SCHEDULE 1945
Navy vs. Civilians
Intramural Meet
Modesto J. C.
University of California
Fresno State College
Vernalis Relays
Modesto Junior College
West Coast Relays
P. A. A. Meet
Modesto Relays
Southern California Relays

March 28 and 29
April 5 and 6
April 14
April 21
April 28
May 5
May 12
May 19
May 26
June 2
June 9

Pacific Receives
Thanks from Blind

March 13, 1945.
College of the Pacific & Junior
5ports for Semester
College
\t two meetings, held in the
It gives us real
pleasure to
uditoritmn at 12:55 and 4:30 on
write you this letter of thanks for
Wednesday, the Women's Athletic
the fine contribution which has
vLociation laid plans for forthcome to us as the result of our
waning Slrls sports and events,
assembly program at your school.
intramural, inter-house, and even
Please thank for us all those who
Inter-college contests were dis
had a part in making up this lib
ced. Committees for the or
eral gift to provide Braille books
ganization of the W.A. A. were
lover who spent her vacation in DEFINITION'S
for our Free Circulating Library
jounced.
e
t
Rio Del Mar and incidentally got
Naziism-you ^v wo co
for the Blind.
In charge of basketball is Nor
a tan. (Lucky gal).
the government takes both
We shall remember with pleas
ma Brau; badminton, Jean InA lot of students who live out shoots you.
ure our visit to the College of the
„-ood; golf, Charlotte Mercereau;
of town went home. "Rusty" j Communism - >ou have ^
Pacific and Junior College and
tennis, Pat Tyler; softball, Marie
Vierra went home to Vallejo, cows; the government takes tx. h
trust we may again have the
arbios; swimming,
Rosemarie
• Hec" Pratt went home to Berk- and gives you the cream and butprivilege of presenting our pro
Hale; volley ball, Stella Spanos;
eley, Helen Helnrici went home ter.
gram for you. You will find our
urograms and social chairman, GAD ABOUTS
to Orinda, Dixie Moran went homo
Capitalism
receipt amounting to $137.25 en
Helen Coutes; awards chairman, On the other hand, we have to Bakersfield, Slava Vetter went jcows; you sell one and . <
closed with this letter. Again,
jean Spangle; constitution and those lucky individuals that went
home to Martinez, and Billy
parliamentarian, Earlene Waters. out of town for the ten days. So
Patient: "Doctor, I'm scared to many thinks.
Glaves went home to Selma.
Very sincerely.
present officers in the Women's was the case of Art Graf and
Don Blake spent his vacation death. This is my first opera
Jimmy
Haskell
who
went
to
Los
Athletic Association are: Presi
National
Transcribers
Society
on his ranch up above Grass Val tion."
Doctor: "I know Just how you
dent, Helen Graham; Vice-Presi Angeles and had a wonderful ley. (Lucky boy to have a ranch
for the Blind, Inc.
dent, Helen Arbios; Secretary, time doing everything and seeing
feel, you're my first patient.
Including Warner of his own to go to!)
The Emerald and White.
porothy Emlgh; Treasurer, Clara everything
Nancy Deming is one who di
Brothers Studio.
Dinuba, Calif. Jackson Announces
Thyra June Jeffery was a sun vided her time. She spent part
Intramural Meet
of her vacation in Sacramento LOST!
News Analysis
and part in San Francisco.
Boy's beige raincoat in the I Coach Earl Jackson announces
Ruiz; and Publicity Chairman,
(Continued from page 1)
Gym last Monday evening aft the intramural track meet to be
Dolores
Presler
seems
to
have
Peggy Fronfield.
held at Baxter Stadium on March
the fleet air arm over the home
Besides the corps of officers the had the most unusual vacation. er the A.W.S. meeting. Re
28, 29. Those men selected to
ward
offered.
Please
notify
She
got
married
in
Reno.
Lots
of
WAA has representatives from
land.
participate will represent Navy
Joyce
Preston,
phone
7-7472.
luck
and
best
wishes
to
you
Do
each living group on campus and
GERMANY
!
barracks
sections and civilian
lores.
On the Rhine front, it seems from other organized coeds
'residential
sections.
tiiat the bridgehead over the riv groups. The representatives are,
er is secure and that the Ruhr is from Alpha Theta Tau, Marie Ar
now open to a mass allied invas bios and Peggy Fronfield: Co-op,
ion. Too, there was a possibility Peggy Gibson, and Alice Blayney;
that a ne winvasion would be Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Ellen Yo333 E. Market Street
launched at the northwest coast cum and Dorothy Emigh; Fresh
of the Reich, probably led by man Hall, Gail Monroe, and Pat
Featuring
Field
Marshal
Montgomery. Tyler; Pi Kappa Epsilon, Clara;
Shecham;
Sophomore
Hall,
Milj
Hints of this were given in recent
American and Italian t oods
dred Griffin; Tau Gamma and
Churchill speeches.
In the east, the Russians are Town, Peggy Blumenthal and Bet
getting ready for their final strike ty Hughes; Tau Kappa Kappa,
against tottering Berlin by en Betty Declusin and Clara Ruiz;
dangering the German left flank Women's Hall, Jeanne Inwood
in Pomerania and near the Stet and Pat Wise.
The Women's Athletic Associa
tin area. Too, the old fortress of
BOB'S STUDIO
Kustrin was captured by the Red tion is trying to bring girls sports
Army putting them about 30 plus back to the high place they have
PORTRAITS — COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAI HI
miles from the German capitol. had in former years, in campus
Caps and Gowns
activities. This effort can be ac
PEACE
complished
if
the
officers
and
Phone
2-9240
608 E. Main Street
On the various Peace Fronts,
Fresno
representatives
of
this
group
can
things seemed to be boiling well.
1024—O St.
Modesto
have
the
support
of
the
girls
on
In the Mexico confab, the dele
Phone 21540
1011—10th St.
Phone 4592
gates seem to have arrived at campus.
some sort of a scheme for post:
war cooperation, which however
LEONARD FOWLER'S
would be very weak without Ar
Shellubrication
ICE
gentina's concurrence, and have
TUXEDO
taken measures to keep down inShell Products
SKATING
BARBER SHOP
tra-American strife. However,
Tire
and Battery
Every
2039 Pacific Avenue
Service
the main points will have to wait
Evening — 8:00-10:30
until the San Francisco confer
Saturday and Sunday
Morning and Afternoon
"""'i
ence next month. As for that o r W W T T W V U V »
Admission for Students
meeting, plans are shaping up, :Watches Repaired:
and Service Men, 50c
with 39 nations invited to attend.
One Week Service
Skates for Rent and Sale
• Biggest topic on the aggenda will
T H O M A S :
Stockton
Phone 3-0604
be the final settling of the voting
JEWELRY STORE
;
2302 Pacific Ave.
ICE
RINK
arrangement and the establish
524 E. Main Street
West Weber at Lincoln
ment of a working Security Coun i . i r
* cil.
Last week amid the confusion
of registration, there was chatter
floating around about who did
what during our ten days off
from school.
Bev Munro did a little construc
tive work at home in the form of
painting the breakfast-nook and
bathrooms. She finished off her
vacation by a trip to San Fran
cisco.
Carolyn Bennetson was another
who stayed in town most of the
time as her mother was in the
hospital and she had the job of
keeping house. A week-end at
Santa Cruz wound up her vaca
tion.

GOLONNA'S

Sibley E. Bush

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

T h e College Bookstore Says:
Now that you are thru buying textbooks ask to see
the new stock of College Jewelry, Tennis Balls and Bad
minton—Schuttlecoeks too are in stock.
W. H. Morris, Mgr.

RALPH D. CRAMER

PHONE 7-7095

DEPENDABLE JEWELER

2032 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

PHONE
4-4206
1 HU>E
-

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

"BEAUHEARTS'
Bowtchtngb w«i«emr and guarantredtowulhn hrarlonwgt* ..
y^inth-newMarylynnr •«*'
In Evcrgrand. a
rayon.
appl'4"*4 "',h I>CV h"rt* ®nd
bow.- Sugary new .pring «*«d«.
and navy. S«I« 9 «« 15.

DU BOIS
608-616 East Main St.
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WELCOME, FROSH, TO C. 0. P. TRADITIONS

Miss Helen Graham, a member of
Alpha Theta Tau sorority, is
president of the Sophomore class.

Cooperation is
Keynote Soph.
Prexy States

Mr. Lyman Burk, head yell leader
for C.O.P., is president of the
Freshman class.

COP Numbers 369
With only partial figures in,
the total registration of the Col
lege of the Pacific stands at 234
civilian enrollees. Too, there are
135 Navy V-12 students on the
campus, although some of these
are registered under the rolls of
the Stockton Junior College. How
ever, new enrollments to COP are
expected so that the final figure
has not yet been determined.
These amounts were released
from the registrar's office yester
day.

r

Frosh
Commandments

Officers to Present
New Restrictions
For Final Approval

Frosh Officers
Present Plans
to New Students

1. Thou shalt become a mem
At a meeting of the freshmen
ber of the P. S. A.
2. Honor thy upper classmen officers on Tuesday evening, a
that it may be well with group of restrictions were decid
There's a little matter I'd like
thee and thou mayest live ed on for low freshmen. These to discuss with you. It's this mat
will
become
the
new
Frosh
Com
long on the campus.
ter of Freshman restrictions. They
3. Remember to rise when mandments and will take effect weren't- enforced for a few sem
on
Monday,
March
26th,
1945,
if
"Pacific Hail" is sung or
they are approved on Thursday at esters because of two reasons.
played.
the
assembly. These restrictions There was a shortage of civilian
4. Wear thy "Dink" at all
would
then continue in effect un men for one thing. Another bartimes except when inside,
rier was a state law forbidding
til
Friday,
April 27th.
5. Thou shalt not sit on senior
hacks or embarrassment as a way
benches.
The only way these activities and
THE RESTRICTIONS
COMBINED EFFORTS
of enforcing restrictions. The
traditions can be put into effect
6. Amongst all men thy High
The Restrictions are as follows: state law still exists and the so
The Sophomore and Freshman is by complete cooperation of the
School letters, pins or in1. Orange ribbons for the girls. phomores can't paddle you if they
classes are combining their eff two classes.
signias should be forever
2. Dinks for the boys.
find you without a "Dink" nor
orts this semester to gain the
hidden. Thou
shouldst
3.
No high school pins, emb can they "pants" you when you
EVERYBODY
PITCH!
common goal of—new campus
forget they every high lems, rings, or sweaters.
are seen wearing Cords or Levis.
We all want this to be the new
activity. We plan to bring back
school achievement.
4. No cords or jeans for Fresh But everyone I've talked to, in
beginning
of
the
long
celebrated
what traditions we can, but with
7. Thou shalt not be seen in men.
cluding low Freshmen, wants re
out the cooperation of the two College of the Pacific "Country
cords or jeans or thou
5. Rise when "Pacific Hail" is strictions for Freshmen.
Club", so let's all get in and pitch
classes nothing can be done.
shalt be seen in a barrel.
played.
to create some real excitement
Remember this gang, Your of
8. Thou shalt not sit with wo
COMPLETE COOPERATION
6. Learn the words to "Pacific
this semester.
ficers
can only instigate ideas
men
at
varsity
athletic
con
Hail."
We of the Sophomore class can
HELEN GRAHAM
and spirit. Whether they work
tests.
not pretend to enforce any laws
7.
Attend
all
rallies
and
varsity
President of the
or not is up to you. A group of
9. Thou shalt attend all rallies athletic contests.
governing Freshman traditions.
Sophomore Class
and games.
8. Lean Pacific songs and yells. representatives, from the various
living groups and students living
10. Learn thy college songs
9. Stay off senior benches.
THE
COMMUNITY SPIRIT
and yells.
off campus, decided on these re
strictions. Think them over. Talk
11. Remember: that the library
Spring is on the way, or here. them over. Next Thursday in as
We, the present students of Pacific, carry with us a trust.
is a place for study.
The following dedicated to spring! sembly you'll have a chance to
We know that every American fighting on strange seas or
'Tis Spring
say what you think about them.
foreign lands trusts that a nucleus of his people are training
De boids are on de wing.
to continue and improve the American dream.
PACIFIC HAIL
LYMAN BURK
But dats absoid
We've learned that education is more than the collecting
De wing is on de boid.
President, Frosh Class
of facts; that college is a place to prepare ourselves to be ra From e'er the rugged mountains
standing high;
tional, productive humans. Recause colleges are the latest
From out the broad low valleys,
stages between training for and participating in life we can
'Neath the sky:
see that we should take with us a community spirit when we Our Alma Mater calls,
lea\ e school. We should he able to perform the social graces We cannot fail,
Our voices blend in praise
and get along with one another.
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
Perhaps our memories need stirring up. Have we forgot
Long may her flaming torch
Earlene Waters, Editor
Nancy Kaiser, Business Mana
ten the PSA, the SCA or the AWS? Have navy trainees been
Give out its light;
so hard pressed academically that their social life has been Long may her spirit guide us
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pac
limited to off campus activities? Yes, we've been neglecting In the right;
Student Association. Entered as second-class matter October
ourselves socially, but we have been making plans and de To her we pledge our hearts,
1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of Ma
3, 1879.
We dare not fail;
vising remedies. We can give real PSA support to our ath
To
her
we
raise
our
scong,
letic teams, we can alternate our informal Friday night danc
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
es between the SCA arid "under the stars" on the amphi
EDITORIAL BOARD
Art Carfagni
Executive Editor
theatre's stage, we can enjoy the forthcoming night swim
Iris
Scnbner
Associate Editor
ming, we can give or lend records to our social hall and make
ATTENTION!
Jimmie
Yocum
Associate
Business
Manager
it a place we all like, we can be members of the SCA and
All students who have sign Karl Kroeber
g
ts Editor
make it a rendezvous for relaxation during the week, in other ed up for Applied Dramatic
JK*
Society Editor
words, we can make Pacific a live community. Here are Art, please meet on Tuesdays, Bob McKim
Art Editor
at 4:30 p. m. in the Studio
four beautiful months, let's make them count.
oger s*arr
5
::::::::::::::Drama
Editor
Theatre. DeMarcus Brown is
PSg U/
By Perry Broz
uZTl
Feature
Editor
f
the instructor.
June Ann Hoffman
^itor
Since the Sophomore and the
Freshman classes-have not been
organized for three years, the
class traditions and spirit have
been somewhat lost along the
wayside. We have decided that
the enthusiasm and school spirit
have been lost long enough, so
we are organizing our classes
once again to create new activ
ity.

PA(IFIC®\MKLy

our partners Tor a cnange.
1
A*sociafion. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over Tee Kay way we hear that cific Area. He also received the Air Violin solo—Helene HaabeslnMedal
for
over
500
hours
of
flying
Vocal
solos—
Prof. Oliver. Rut
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
time as a waist gunner and flight [ Candless
ance lor mailing at special rate of postage provided lor m Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
aboard a Liberator
! Flute—Wynne HonnalcK,
q_._i._- o in." c-j'hcr:zed October 24, 1924
hope you don't get lost on the hrrP'
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